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IR35 IN THE HEALTH SECTOR

Contractors play a critical role in delivering specialist skills and expert 
knowledge to the Health Sector, with specialist skills and expertise 
often delivered by off-payroll contractors. A flexible workforce will be 
the key to the delivery of vital digital transformation programmes.The 
IR35 Off-Payroll reforms are driving exciting, positive change as to how 
organisations across the UK will now engage those operating through 
a limited PSC.

From the 6th April 2021, rethinking the way these contractors and 
providers are engaged and managed is crucial to ensuring compliance, 
and continuing to attract specialist skills and expertise. We know Health 
Sector organisations are often in the eye of the storm when it comes to 
compliance, and never more so than recent times. Science, medicine, 
care and timescales have been tested to the extreme. Hospitals and the 
broader sector require flexible workforce agility and to be able to attract 
and engage specialists on demand, supporting the agenda for change.

Colnort’s innovative programme methodology delivers restructured 
engagement models to ensure improved contractor performance, 
rigid compliance and visibility of spend, across your supply chain. 

From specialist practitioners to technologists driving digital 
transformation, leading scientists and consultants, Colnort can 
partner with you to shape your future workforce operating
model and utilise the incredible benefits of the flexible 
workforce economy.



OUR METHODOLOGY 
& APPROACH

Remove skilled contractor attrition due to IR35
Retain your niche flexible workforce.

Drive performance of contingent resources
Focus on outcomes to drive greater results.

Vendor and Supply Chain Neutral Partner
No conflicts of interests to support all you needs.

Retain competitive edge with a highly agile workforce
Attract, engage & retain specialist resources outside IR35.

Phase 1
Workforce Consultancy
Initial discovery, determination assessments, 
options review & recommendations

Phase 3
Performance Management & 
IR35 Compliance
Ongoing performance management, 
operational process & IR35 compliance

Phase 2
Solution Design & 
Change Management
Process & system design, implementation 
& change management



ABOUT COLNORT
Colnort deliver flexible workforce solutions, manage IR35 
compliance and ongoing performance management.
 
With more than 30 years’ experience delivering outsourced
flexible workforce solutions, we believe wholeheartedly in 
the vital role that Contractors will continue to play. We believe 
this valuable and flexible resource will be crucial to economic 
recovery, transformation and ultimate stability. Our approach
is based on core principles that ensure the most appropriate, 
efficient and cost-effective programme for our clients.

Retain competitive 
edge with a highly 
agile workforce

Remove skilled 
contractor attrition 
due to IR35

Drive performance 
of contingent 
resources

Vendor and 
Supply Chain 
Neutral Partner

Contact Details
Website: https://www.colnort.com/
Email: hello@colnort.com
Telephone: 0203 971 5667

Social
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Colnort1
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/colnort/

Partner with Colnort and let our marketing leading end-to-end 
solution drive outcome performance from your contingent 
workforce and take care of your IR35 burden.


